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Subdivision 
gets sewer at 
first price
BY JERRY F. RUTLEDGE 

jrutledge@ledger-enquirer.com 

---- 

For Phenix City, it was a case of 
keeping promises. 

Goat Harris subdivision residents 
had been promised a sanitary 
sewer system for $4,500 per 
home, plus fees when the city 
began work in the neighborhood 
nearly two years ago. 

But when the work was done and a 
higher-cost system installed, the 
residents faced the possibility of 
having to pay a much higher fee. 
The council eliminated the worry of 
the additional cost Thursday during 
a public hearing. 

Goat Harris subdivision residents 
will pay the $4,500 fee plus tap-in 
and impact fees to move from 
septic tanks to the sanitary sewer 
system. It was a reason for 
residents to rejoice for the 
community, which lies outside the 
city's corporate limits but inside its 
utility district. 

"It's just what we agreed to in the 
beginning," said the Rev. Raymond 
Cooper. "They kept their promise." 

The original plan for building a 
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sanitary sewer system in the Harris 
subdivision in north Phenix City 
was to construct a low-pressure 
"gator grinder" sewer system 
which would require individual 
households to purchase 
inexpensive pumps. 

But engineers discovered the low-
pressure system would be 
inadequate for the needs at Goat 
Harris and a gravity system was 
constructed instead. The gravity 
system, while considered much 
more reliable, is also more costly. 

When the city held a public hearing 
last month in council chambers, 
residents were told the added cost 
would require that they pay fees 
ranging from $4,336 to $40,000, 
prorated over a decade. 

The price tag for the project is 

$1.5 million -- Phenix City Council 
had allocated $500,000 for the 
project. The Goat Harris residents 
would have had to pay the bulk of 
the sewer system costs: 
$1,217,249.54, which leaves a 
little more than $700,000, minus 
the city's contribution. 

The City Council agreed to bill the 
subdivision residents at the original 
price. Costs in addition to the 
$4,500 would be $25 for permits, 
$500 to tap-in to the system and a 
$1,000 impact fee. The $4,500 can 
be paid in increments of $450 per 
year over a 10-year period.
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